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1> Which King does not have a moustache in a standard deck of playing cards? 
 

2> The swastika, which was being used as its logo, was abandoned by what 
brewery in the 1930's? 

 
3> Jim Davis created what well-known cat? 

 
4> Founded by George Washington, which medal is presented to US Soldiers that 

are wounded or killed in the course of duty? 
 

5> In the novel, Treasure Island, what was the name of Long John Silver's 
Parrot? 

 
6> What do Gymnophobic's fear? 

 
7> The Roman numerals XL represent what number? 

 
8> What was David Boreanaz first credited acting role? 

 
9> The hallux refers to what part of the human body? 

 
10> The term philatelist refers to someone who collects what? 

 
11> How many players are on the playing area during a Canadian football game?  

 
12> If you were watching Sandra Bullock in the role of Annie Porter, what movie 

would you be watching? 
 

13> Which supergroup put out the song Tom Sawyer? 

 
14> Who was elected to the position of Prime Minister of Britain in 2010? 

 
15> There are different names for groups of various birds. What would you call a 

group of Hawks? 
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Answers:  
 

1> King of Hearts - Playing cards were first seen in ancient China.  
2> Carlsberg - Carlsberg is a Danish brewing company that was founded in 1847.  

3> Garfield - Garfield has been published since June 19, 1978.  
4> Purple Heart - The first medals were award on April 5, 1917.  

5> Captain Flint - Treasure Island is a tale of buccaneers and buried gold.  
6> Nudity - They may fear seeing others naked or being seen naked, or both.  

7> Forty - The letters XX represent twenty.  
8> Married with Children - David is best known for the TV shows Angel and 

Bones.   
9> Big Toe - It also refers to the innermost or first digit on the hind foot of certain 

mammals.  
10> Stamps - Alfred F. Lichtenstein was one of the most famous American 

philatelists.  
11> 24 - Each side has 12 players in the Canadian version of the game.  

12> Speed - This movie was released in 1994. Keanu Reeves and Dennis Hopper 
also star in this action adventure film.  

13> Rush - Rush is a Canadian band. They released this song in 1981.  
14> David Cameron - Gordon Brown was the Prime Minister before David. Gordon 

served from 2007 to 2010.  
15> A Cast - If the birds are in flight, they can also be called a kettle. 
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